OPEN MARKET DISTRIBUTION

PCS Wireless boasts distribution channels that span the globe including North America, South America, LATAM, EMEA, and Asia. Products procured through our Asset Recovery Solutions are redistributed strategically and responsibly. This is essential in order for us to protect our Client’s brands, interests and markets. Depending on a client’s needs, products are distributed in-market, out-of-market, or scattered in as many diverse global markets as possible so that there are no disruptions in any particular market.

These factors are the reasons why PCS Wireless is the industry leader in Asset Recovery Solutions and Open Market Distribution.

Responsible Redistribution:
Strategic product placement and channel management
Brand, interest and market protection for OEM/MNO/Retailer

Addressing Client Needs:
In-market/out-of-market or global distribution
Eliminate market disruptions and create demand